Investigations of the lateral extension of radio emission in air showers by LOPES30 measurements
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Abstract: The antenna field of LOPES uses inverted V-shaped dipole antennas to measure radio signals originating from extensive air showers (EAS). The LOPES antennas are measuring in coincidence with the air shower experiment KASCADE-Grande. For roughly one year data in the frequency range from 40–80 MHz were taken, having 30 linearly polarized antennas oriented to East-West. In this data set the East-West polarization only was measured in order to investigate in detail the lateral extension of the radio emission. By using an external source all antennas have an absolute amplitude calibration, i.e. a frequency dependent correction factor allows to reconstruct the electric field strength of the radio emission. For first analyses, in particular air showers with a high signal-to-noise ratio, data are used to investigate the lateral distribution, which shows an exponential decrease.

Introduction

The LOPES experiment was set up at the site of KASCADE-Grande [1] to confirm the principle of radio detection of air showers [2] and the theory of geosynchrotron radiation [3] as dominant emission process in the frequency range below a few hundred Megahertz. The KASCADE-Grande experiment is measuring EAS in the energy range 10¹⁴–
10^{18} \text{ eV}. LOPES and KASCADE-Grande experiment are measuring in coincidence the radio emission of EAS, implemented by an external triggering for LOPES. The LOPES experiment uses inverted vee-shaped dipole antennas. For the detection of radio signals from 40 to 80 MHz was chosen in order to avoid most of the radio frequency interference (RFI) being present at the location.

In a first construction phase (LOPES10), 10 antennas were taking a sufficiently large data set for detailed investigations [2] of the relation between detected radio pulses and air shower reconstruction parameters, provided by KASCADE-Grande. In a next construction phase (LOPES30), the number of antennas and the baseline were increased. In addition an absolute amplitude calibration was performed to reconstruct the electric field strength at each individual antenna. For both phases only the East-West polarization direction was measured. Meanwhile in a third phase dual polarization measurements are performed.

**Calibration**

The amplitude calibration uses a reference source (VSQ) of known electric field strength at a certain distance. Each LOPES30 radio antenna is calibrated at its location inside the KASCADE-Array and therefore this calibration includes all environmental effects, like ground characteristics, temperature effects, or setup systematics. The power to be received from the radio antenna in calibration mode is compared with the power recorded in the LOPES electronics $P_M$. With the relation:

$$V(\nu) = \left(\frac{4\pi \nu}{c}\right)^2 \cdot \frac{P_M(\nu)}{G_r(GP)_{VSQ} \cos^2(\beta)}$$

The amplification factor $V(\nu)$ describes the frequency dependent behavior of each electronic channel for the signal transmission. The directivity pattern $G_r$ of the LOPES antenna is obtained by a simulation assuming realistic conditions. To quantify polarization losses during a misalignment of the linearly polarized VSQ and linearly polarized LOPES antenna the angle $\beta$ is introduced. For the VSQ only the product of gain and emitted power $(GP)_{VSQ}$ is known. In Figure 1 the determined amplification factors $V(\nu)$ for a vertical calibration for all 30 antennas are shown.

![Figure 1: The frequency dependent amplification factors for all 30 antennas obtained by the amplitude calibration.](image)

The earlier LOPES10 hardware can be distinguished (antennas 1–10) by their band pass range (43–76 MHz) from the other 20 antennas (42–74 MHz). The calibration results in a spread for the amplification factors of nearly one order of magnitude. This large spread illustrates the need for an absolute calibration and is corrected for in the analysis software. The uncertainty of the calibration method can be estimated from repeated measurement campaigns for a single antenna under all kinds of conditions, including the precision of achieving the same geometry in all measurements. It results in an uncertainty of approximately 25% for the power related amplification factor $V$, averaged over the effective frequency range.

**Radio pulse investigations**

LOPES30 in the described setup took data in the period from mid of November 2005 until beginning of December 2006, receiving 966,000 external triggers from KASCADE. The LOPES data acquisition system was able to process 860,000 of them, where the loss is mostly due to the dead-time of roughly 1.5 seconds.

The EAS observables, e.g. shower size, number of muons, arrival direction, and shower core position are reconstructed only with the KASCADE data and have to fulfill quality cuts, before further processing of the radio information. As the full data set consists mostly of low energetic showers the expected radio signal strength is relatively low.
Therefore, for a first radio pulse analysis a preselection of high energetic showers based on restrictions in the electron and muon number was done. Showers with shower size $N_e > 5 \cdot 10^6$ and truncated muon number $N_{\mu}^{tr} > 5 \cdot 10^4$ where further investigated, giving 1200 candidate events.

The analysis of the candidate events performs a series of processing steps to determine the correlation quantity cc-beam pulse height. First the raw data is corrected for instrumental delays and afterwards a fast Fourier-transformation is applied. To suppress radio frequency interference a mitigation of narrow band emitters is applied. Then the reconstructed geometry of the EAS from KASCADE is taken to apply a phase shift to each antenna data, what can be translated as a shift in time. Further the amplitude calibration is considered and a correction due to small instrumental phase shifts. The data are transformed back into the time domain, according to the observables from the EAS reconstruction. All time series $s_i(t)$ can now be superimposed interferometrically and with:

$$CC(t) = \pm \sqrt{\frac{1}{N_{pairs} - 1} \sum_{i \neq j} s_i(t) \cdot s_j(t)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

the so called cross correlation beam $CC(t)$ is calculated. With this kind of data processing the radio pulses recorded in the LOPES30 data can be identified. For a detailed description of the processing steps see [4].

Such cc-beam radio pulses are fitted with a Gaussian function to quantify the height, which is an averaged field strength for a mean distance to the shower axis of the selected radio antennas. As an estimation of the pulse height uncertainty the uncertainty of the Gaussian fit is used. For 849 candidates a radio pulse could be fitted (see Figure 2).

From Monte Carlo simulations an approximately linear dependence of primary energy $E_0$ with the electric field strength $E$ is predicted. As the number of muons detected at ground scales roughly with the primary energy, in Figure 2 the radio pulse height is plotted against the truncated number of muons $N_{\mu}^{tr}$. The used error bars are derived from the fit uncertainty.

There can be seen no significant correlation between those two quantities. Due to the strong dependence of the radio signal on the shower direction [5] (geomagnetic angle, zenith angle, and azimuth angle) and on the distance to the shower core, the correlation with the muon number is spread out and an unfolding of the dependences is needed. In a first step for this unfolding the lateral dependence will be investigated in more detail and discussed here for two events explicitly.

### Lateral extension of radio signals

In the used data set there are two resembling showers, which can be used to directly compare the radio pulse height for certain distance ranges from the shower axis. The layout in Fig. 3 gives the shower core position in the KASCADE-Array and the originating direction indicated by an arrow. The reconstructed EAS observables are given in Table 1 in addition to the cc-beam of all antennas ($CC_{all}$) (see Fig. 4). we considered antennas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Shower 1</th>
<th>Shower 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\log N_e$</td>
<td>7.26</td>
<td>7.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\log N_{\mu}^{tr}$</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td>5.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\log E_{est.} \ [eV]$</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta \ [\text{deg.}]$</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi \ [\text{deg.}]$</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CC_{all} \ [\mu V/m/MHz]$</td>
<td>$6.8 \pm 0.6$</td>
<td>$6.5 \pm 0.8$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: EAS observables for two similar shower.
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Figure 3: The radial distance ranges are illustrated by rings around the shower core, indicated with an encircled X. Green-left: 3 distance ranges; Red-right: 4 distance ranges. Ranges are from 0–50 m, 50–100 m, 100–150 m, 150–200 m.

within 0–50, 50–100, 100–150 m, and further out from the shower axis and the calculated cc-beams pulse heights are shown in Figure 5. The simulation and earlier data analyses predict an exponential decrease of the radio field strength $E$ with increasing lateral distance $R$. Following the relation: $E \sim \exp(-R/R_0)$, the shown fit is performed for both events and radial distances larger then 50 m, resulting in a scaling parameter $R_0 = 101 \pm 43$ m. Due to increasing RFI from the surrounding detector stations close to the shower core, the cc-beam pulse height in the innermost ring can by systematically affected towards lower values, but both events have similar field strengths further out.

Figure 4: Combined cc-beam plot (solid lines, light and dark) with Gaussian fit (dashed lines) for complete antenna field.

Figure 5: Lateral distribution of the radio pulse height for sub-sets of antennas. The events are fitted by an exponential function $\exp(-R/R_0)$.

Conclusions

The investigations of the lateral distribution of the radio emission with LOPES30 data are performed with absolute amplitude calibrated antennas. The spread of one order of magnitude in the amplification factor is corrected for in the analysis software and a systematic uncertainty of $\approx 13\%$ for measured field strengths remains.

Exemplarily two high energy events with high S/N ratio are investigated for their lateral distribution. The reconstruction of the cc-beam radio pulse height was done for distance ranges of round 50 m from the shower axis. The exponential decrease as predicted by the simulations is verified and a scaling parameter $R_0$ could by determined for the relation $E \sim \exp(-R/R_0)$ to $R_0 = 101 \pm 43$ m. A full analysis of the LOPES30 data set in terms of lateral behavior of the radio signal is currently in preparation.
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